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Partial transcript of PACE 1-4 from Finding Your Voice with Dyslexia and Other SpLDs, p 277-279 
This is a recording of the instructions in the published book, with a few extra spoken words linking 

the text; the extra words are excluded from the transcript.   
 

Full length 5:35 mins 
Sally speaking; Ginny demonstrating the movements 

 

0:0 Introduction  
PACE contains three exercises and a recommendation to drink enough water.  I use these 
exercises when stuck with writing.  They take 3 minutes; I just expect them to be an excuse to 
move, but 20 minutes back at work after using them, I find I’m thinking: “It’s worked again!”  The 
log-jam of my thinking has freed up, and I’m usually wondering why I didn’t do them before I got 
so frustrated. 

 

0:50 
Exercise:  PACE 1: Cross crawl 
Stand up; you lift each knee in turn in front of you, as high as you can comfortably, and you touch 
it with the hand on the other side.  You do it 30 times, i.e. 15 times with each knee. 

 

1:32 
You can do it sitting, just by touching each knee with the other hand as you sit; swing your body a 
little from side to side as you do it. 

 

2:10 
Exercise:  PACE 2: Brain buttons 
Hunch your shoulders forwards and, with finger and thumb of one hand, find the hollows just 
below each collar bone; you find there are a couple of places that feel more sensitive as you apply 
pressure.  Relax your shoulders and apply pressure with finger and thumb.  Rest the other hand 
over your navel, in your lap.  Count to 30. 

 

3:24 
Exercise:  PACE 3:  Cook’s hook-ups 
Part 1 
Sit in a chair; raise one leg and place the ankle or lower leg over the other, cross your hands at 
about the wrists; place your crossed hands on the raised leg so that one hand is holding the toes 
and the other the ankle.  Hold the position for a count of 30. 

 

4:24 
Part 2 
Sit straight in the chair, with feet on the ground.  Put the tips of your fingers and thumbs together 
and rest your hands in your lap for a count of 30. 

 

5:12 
‘Exercise’:  PACE 4: Enough water [See Note below] 
I get restless working with words; it is a struggle.  Comfort eating just means I put on weight, so I’ll 
drink water or a hot drink that suits me instead. 
 

[NOTE enough water:  the debate about how much water to drink and what quality is needed 
seems to go in cycles; Brain Gym isn’t the only source of ‘Drink more water.  You should 
drink 2 pints a day.’] 


